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DAVID BORKOWSKI. *A Shot Story: From Juvenile to PhD*. New York: Fordham UP, August 2015.


BARBARA KRASNER. *Legendary Locals of Kearny*, New Jersey (Arcadia, December 2015).

*Presidential Elections Timeline* (Capstone, 2016).

*The Mystery of Area 51* (ABDO, 2016).

*The Mystery of the Mary Celeste* (ABDO, 2016).


*Native Nations of the Southwest* (Child's World, 2015).


MARTHA WITT. Luigi Pirandello's plays *Henry IV* and *The License* translated by Martha Witt & Mary Ann Frese Witt, were published in a single volume by Italica Press in January 2016.
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JOANNE MIYANG CHO. co-edited with Lee M. Roberts and Christian W. Spang Transnational Encounters between Germany and Japan in the Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries (New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2016).
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